
Michael Pratt, Illegal Phone Taps


Dennis Hayden The Terrorist Liar


A few days after the home invasion.   Pratt on the radio.  The magic 
numbers, 300,000 and then a day later, same cover up, this time 
using the 600,000 which I had said about the possible doses of the 
half barrel of katine, while I was waiting for the German article through 
the Folger Library at the University of Orono.  


Pratt saying that there was enough chemicals at the laboratory to 
create 300,000 dollars worth of drugs. Then a few days later, Pratt 
again, there was enough chemicals there to produce 600,000 dollars 
worth of drugs.  All nonsense, fabrications to cover up that they didn’t 
find the money that they thought was there, dirty officers and 
complicity in the AG’s Office to bury the case by Nicholas Gess.


I knew that that the home invasion was a terrorist shakedown for 
money.  It took time to figure it all out, as I was in shock, not sleeping 
for fear that they they would come back again, as in Maine, people 
have no protections against bad law enforcement.


Precursor control had contacted the State Police and let them know 
that potential precursors, intermediates had been ordered.  This does 
not mean that illegal drugs are being produced.  This is where Dennis 
Hayden would lie to Judge Courtland.  He could not get any other 
judges to go along with his rouse for a home invasion.


After the terrorist home invasion, Gess was pushing one of my 
council to have me plead guilty, even threatening him to get him 
involved.  I would find out that Nicholas Gess was well aware of the 
officers indiscretions and would do nothing.  When the FBI was going 
to investigate the officers he was conveniently transferred out of the 
area, loosing all his cases. 


Attorney Neil Weinstein introduced me to an honorable Maine State 
Trooper that was renting office space in his law office. He told me that 
the FBI did not want these officers to have access to the latest phone 
tapping equipment, because they were already using the old 
equipment illegally. 



Dirty officers, illegal phone taps, lying to Judge Courtland, terrorizing 
myself and my family for money, two false arrests, severely 
traumatized, disabled with severe PTSD, my fathers cancer would 
return from the stress, metastasize and kill him. 

Trooper Michael Pratt was the officer in charge, Trooper Dennis 
Hayden was the arresting officer who lied to Judge Courtland to 
obtain the warrant.  Officer Michael Schied, officer Peter Dow, and 
officer Dennis Appleton were also party to home invasion.


My mother was in shock after this happened.  Both my parents told 
me that they emptied my room of everything.  They told me that the 
officers were there until 4AM.  The officers carried big boxes in front 
of them and had left the doors open in a very cold October night 
along the coast of Maine.  


A friend of the family came over and helped my mother as she was in 
such shock that they we all felt that we might loose her.  She had 
known my friends in law enforcement, and buddies who were punks 
as a teen.  She respected authority from her Catholic background and 
after surviving the torture at St Joseph’s to come to Maine, to be 
threatened and terrorized by line backer size officers.  She said to me 
that they were yelling so loud at me in my room on the second floor 
that she could hear this and feared that they would kill me.  Money 
that was non-existant and fabricated in the greedy, selfish minds of 
the dirty officers, Michael Pratt and Dennis Hayden.


And the illegal phone taps by state police in Maine continues, the 
difference is that there are more good officers in this state that will 
and are standing up for what is correct.  The robberies and thefts of 
money from the elderly continues to the tune of over $30 million a 
year, and the state wants the federal government to come in.  To date 
nothing has been done to curb the widespread robberies and thefts.


As long as there are by standers to the atrocities in this state who do 
nothing to help others, the atrocities will continue.


I went upstairs and my room was trashed, but my things were not all 
gone.  The officers had taken one little piece of equipment at a time, a 



book etc and put it in a big oversized box to parade in front of my 
parents to terrorize them.  Padding their time as Officer Peter Dow 
had said to me as I was being held with my parents in the dinning 
room, as the attack dog tore through the police cruiser on the 
driveway next to this room.


“This is a nice house.  We never get any overtime.  How can anyone 
pay for a mortgage, a camp, a new truck, a boat and save for the kids 
college?”  Sounded to me like officer Dow had been pumped up by 
Pratt and Hayden that there was big money somewhere.   Namely the 
illegal tap and they heard the 300,000 and the 600,000 about the 
katine a few weeks before, figuring it was $ weeks before precursor 
control contacted them.  They used the precursor control call as an 
guise/excuse to get a warrant and protect their shake down.   ‘Good 
intentions,’ doesn’t cut it.  There was nothing there.  No one was 
doing anything to stop them or protect my family or anyone else.


Hayden lied to Judge Courtland to gain entry into the house.  Even Dr 
Young said that the few bottles were sealed, there was no laboratory, 
and many other chemicals were necessary, which were not there.  He 
was not shown the warrant or the affidavit to the warrant until I did.  
He left when he saw that there was no laboratory, or ‘mushroom 
factory,’ illegal or otherwise.  Yet these officers stayed until 4AM, and 
continued to shake my family down for money.  


In the original warrant there were no xxxx’x crossing out the line. It 
had something to do with not being given permission to take any 
weapons. Get the feeling that ‘blind justice,’ as Dennis Hayden 
referred to Judge Courtland, was not so blind. 


And that is what we did, load up some old guns, and the next time 
that they would come in, I will put a bullet in Pratt and Haydens 
heads.  I would be killed, but my parents would have been protected.  
Something that the state of Maine and the AG’s Office need to do for 
the elderly or citizens in this great state.  That would be a show of 
being honorable which the State of Maine has long lacked.  It comes 
down to accountability, and that is why the hot potato gets passed 
along.  Everyone does the ‘stupid act’ or does the ‘blame game’ 
against the victim.  My family and myself are human beings!


